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Subject:

TRANSPORTATION ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED CONVENTION
CENTER MODERNIZATION AND FARMERS FIELD PROJECT
(ENV 2011-0585-EIR)

The Department of Transportation (DOT) has reviewed the transportation study, dated
March 2012, prepared by The Mobility Group, for the proposed Convention Center
Modernization and Farmers Field Project. The project is located in Downtown Los Angeles
adjacent to the STAPLES Center and LA Live complex and is generally bounded by Chick
Hearn Court to the north, Figueroa Street to the east, Venice Boulevard to the south and LA
Live Way to the west. The analysis evaluated the time periods with the highest anticipated
combined volumes of event traffic and background traffic. These time periods include the
pre-event hour and post event hour for a Sunday day, Saturday day and Weekday evening.
Based on DOT’s traffic impact criteria1, the transportation study included the detailed
analysis of 187 intersections. The results of the traffic impact analysis are summarized in
the enclosed tables (Attachment 1). The study adequately evaluated the project’s traffic
impacts on the surrounding community.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
A.

Project Description
The project proposes to accommodate the expansion and modernization of the
Convention Center and the construction of a new multi-purpose event center. The
project, which is expected to serve as a unified center for convention, sports and
entertainment uses, is expected to be completed by 2016; however, to be
conservative, the analysis addresses year 2017 conditions. The project (illustrated in
Attachment 2) includes the following key components:
•

1

Construction of the Event Center (Farmers Field) to serve as a state-of-theart multi-purpose, entertainment and sports venue. The West Hall of the
Convention Center would be demolished to accommodate the Event Center.
The primary function of the Event Center would be to serve as the home field

Per the DOT Traffic Study Polices and Procedures, a significant impact is identified as an increase in the
Critical Movement Analysis (CMA) value, due to project related traffic, of 0.01 or more when the final (“with project”)
Level of Service (LOS) is LOS E or F; an increase of 0.020 or more when the final LOS is LOS D; or an increase of
0.040 or more when the final LOS is LOS C.
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for up to two National Football League (NFL) teams. The stadium would
accommodate 72,000 seats for spectator events but would be expandable to
76,250 seats for an occasional major event such as a Super Bowl game. It is
estimated that the approximately 50 spectator events a year would be held at
the Event Center, with the majority occurring on Saturdays or Sundays. The
Event Center would also accommodate up to 143,500 square feet of rentable
exhibition space and 102,150 square feet of meeting room space used to
host convention, exhibition and meeting room events. To support such
exhibitions and events, the Event Center would have a roof that is expected to
be deployable.

B.

•

To replace the West Hall convention space, the project would construct new
convention center space (“New Hall”) of similar size that would span Pico
Boulevard and would be contiguous to the existing South Hall of the
Convention Center. The New Hall would include up to 500,000 square feet of
floor area compared to the 462,201 square feet of floor area provided by the
existing West Hall. The New Hall is expected to include an up to 50,000
square foot multi-purpose exhibit hall that can also serve as a ballroom.

•

Construction of two new parking structures to replace the existing Bond Street
surface parking lot and the Lot C (formerly Cherry Street) garage. The new
garages, which would be located along the west side of LA Live Way, would
be larger and more efficient that the existing facilities. The new parking
garages are expected to accommodate approximately 1,112 more parking
spaces than the 5,558 spaces currently provided for Convention Center
parking. The project would construct pedestrian bridges connecting the
parking garages to the Event Center.

Event Parking
The project proposes to meet the anticipated parking demand with both on-site and
off-site parking spaces through the implementation of a dispersed parking strategy
that would utilize the existing inventory of off-street parking spaces currently
available in Downtown. Effectively implementing a dispersed parking strategy would
better distribute event day traffic throughout the system instead of concentrating
project traffic along freeway ramps and roadways immediately adjacent to the project
site. Such a strategy has been employed by other NFL stadiums in downtown
settings. There is a considerable amount of parking available within a 15 to 20
minute walking distance of the project that would be available during typical event
hours.
The transportation study included a comprehensive inventory of the available offstreet parking spaces surrounding the project site. This inventory excluded off-street
parking spaces that were deemed unavailable and usable (such as from private
parking facilities or parking reserved for residential uses). Parking facilities listed in
the inventory include sites that operate as public parking garages, that are currently
open for events at STAPLES Center and LA Live venues, or that have expressed a
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willingness to open for public parking in the future. The parking survey revealed that
there are a total of 42,922 off-street parking spaces available within a 15-20 minute
walk of the project site. This total does not include parking that is currently available
on-site (Convention Center and LA Live). The transportation study identified “parking
zones” that provide a geographic distribution of the parking garages identified in the
parking inventory. The project will develop a dispersed parking strategy that directs
Event Center visitors to the appropriate parking zone based on the origin of the
visitors trip.
C.

Transportation Study Scenarios
The traffic study analyzed the effects of the project on the transportation
infrastructure during the following time periods:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunday Pre-Event Hour (12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.)
Sunday Post-Event Hour (4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.)
Saturday Pre-Event Hour (12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.)
Saturday Post-Event Hour (4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.)
Weekday Pre-Event Hour (4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.)
Weekday Post-Event Hour (9:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

The most common major spectator event at Farmers Field would be a NFL game on
a Sunday and the least common major spectator event would be a NFL game
occurring on a weekday night (potentially two to three times a year).
D.

Trip Generation
The transportation study evaluated several scenarios, including the worst-case
condition relative to the amount of potential vehicle trips generated by a NFL game.
Due to the project’s location at the hub of a regional transit system and its proximity
to two rail stations, the study projected that the baseline transit mode share for the
project would be 15% on weekends and 20% on weekday evenings. Prior to
accounting for vehicle trip reductions that can result through implementation of
various additional transit and trip reduction measures (discussed below), a sold-out
NFL game at the stadium is estimated to result in 19,467 vehicle trips (of which
9,733 would occur in the pre-event hour) if the game is held on a weekday evening
and 19,560 trips (of which 9,780 would occur in the pre-event hour) if the game is
held on a Saturday or Sunday. These estimates include assumptions based on
mode share splits and average vehicle ridership data that were derived using
information available from other professional sports venues, empirical data from
local sports stadiums, and previous studies of stadiums in Los Angeles County. A
detailed explanation on the derivation of the trip generation estimates for the project
is included in the transportation study. A summary of the trip generation is provided
in Attachment 3 of this report.

E.

Traffic Impact Analysis
In order to evaluate the effects of the project traffic on the available transportation
infrastructure, the significance of the project’s impacts is measured in terms of
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change to the volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio between the “future no project” and the
“future with project” scenarios. This change in the V/C ratio is compared to DOT’s
established threshold standards to assess the project-related traffic impacts. The
study indicated that the project would result in the highest number of significant
traffic impacts during the weekday pre-event hour scenario (when the background
traffic is highest), while the least number of impacts are expected to occur during the
weekday post-event hour. The results are summarized in the table below:
# of Significant
Impacts
Before Mitigation

# of Significant
Impacts
After Mitigation

# of Intersections
Fully Mitigated

# of Intersections
Partially Mitigated

Sunday Pre-Event
Hour

11

4

7

3

Sunday Post-Event
Hour

18

20*

3

9

Saturday Pre-Event
Hour

31

28

3

24

Saturday Post-Event
Hour

36

42*

6

12

Weekday Pre-Event
Hour

77

72

5

41

Weekday Post-Event
Hour

9

6

3

4

Scenario

* Note:

The number of significantly impacted locations increased due to re-routed traffic that
may result from potential street closures associated with event-day transportation
management plans to facilitate pedestrian egress from the site.

Typically, physical transportation mitigation measures are designed and conditioned
on a project to off-set the anticipated significant traffic impacts. However, for the
subject project, the traffic impacts are expected to occur only during a limited
number of days throughout the year. Therefore, the mitigation program proposed in
the transportation study focuses on increased transit utilization, pedestrian flow and
safety enhancements, game day transportation management measures, event
parking management and trip reduction strategies. However, the transportation
study does not take into account the trip reduction credits that are expected from
these proposed measures. Due to this conservative approach, the benefits related
to the transit, multi-modal and trip reduction strategies recommended in the
transportation mitigation program were not quantified; therefore, the reported traffic
impacts are likely overstated.
As listed in the table above, the transportation mitigation program is not expected to
fully mitigate all of the project’s significant traffic impacts. The remaining impacts at
these intersections would be considered significant and unavoidable, yet temporary
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since the impact would occur only on days with major events at Farmers Field. It
should be noted that physical traffic flow improvement options at the unmitigated
intersections were evaluated in an attempt to fully mitigate the impacts; however, no
feasible mitigations were identified due to the constraints of the existing physical
conditions. With the recent adoption of the Downtown Design Guide and new street
standards, the roadway width has been set along the majority of streets in
downtown. In addition, for streets not included in the Downtown Street Standards,
street widening was not an option since it was not considered practical nor desirable
to widen the street at the expense of reduced sidewalk widths - particularly for
impacts expected to occur on a limited number of days a year.
F.

Transit and Pedestrian Analysis
To satisfy the guidelines of the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (Metro) and to assess the need for system improvements, the
transportation study included a detailed analysis of the project’s potential impacts to
the transit system. The study included a review of the existing and future transit
system serving the project study area. Passenger boarding and alighting information
was collected for the transit lines currently servicing the project vicinity to determine
the need for additional train-cars or buses to serve transit riders on event days. The
results of this analysis, which are summarized in the transportation study, were
utilized to evaluate potential transit system enhancements.
Also, the study included an evaluation to address the flow of pedestrians expected
around the project site both before and immediately after an event at Farmers Field.
Since DOT has not yet adopted a specific pedestrian flow performance
measurement methodology, the analysis utilized a method identified in the Institute
of Transportation Engineers “Highway Capacity Manual” that evaluates platoon flows
of pedestrians along sidewalks and crosswalks. The results of this analysis provided
valuable information that was utilized to develop pedestrian safety and flow
strategies.

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
A.

Project Design Features - Pedestrian Enhancements
The transportation study included an evaluation of anticipated pedestrian volumes to
address the flow of pedestrians expected around the project site both before and
immediately after a major event. The results of this analysis helped to inform the
development of pedestrian safety and flow strategies. The project proposes a series
of enhancements that include wider sidewalks, enhanced crosswalks, pedestrianlevel lighting, wayfinding signs, etc. that would be designed to improve the walkability
surrounding the project site. Subject to final approval of the design plans, DOT
supports the following conceptual pedestrian enhancements defined in the
transportation study, which may be specified in the proposed Specific Plan subject to
City Council adoption:
•

LA Live Way - reconfigure LA Live Way between Pico Boulevard and Chick
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Hearn Court to provide a wider sidewalk along the east side of the street.
The applicant has applied for a partial street vacation along the west side of
LA Live Way. Widening the sidewalk along the east side of the street, in
addition to the street vacation, would accommodate a new cross-section that
includes wider sidewalks and narrower lanes. The proposed cross-section of
LA Live Way between Pico Boulevard and Chick Hearn Court/11th Street
would provide a 64-foot wide roadway within an 89-foot wide right-of-way,
with a 10-foot wide sidewalk along the west side of the street and a 15-foot
wide sidewalk along the east side. The proposed cross-section is acceptable
to DOT.
•

Chick Hearn Court - reconfigure Chick Hearn Court between LA Live Way
and Georgia Street to provide a reduced 72-foot wide roadway within a 107foot wide right-of-way. This reconfiguration will accommodate a 15-foot
wide sidewalk along the north side of the street and a 20-foot wide sidewalk
along the south side. Also, reconfigure Chick Hearn Court between LA Live
Way and the easternmost driveway for the LA Live West Garage to provide a
reduced 60.5-foot wide roadway within a 107-foot wide right-of-way. This
reconfiguration will accommodate a 26.5-foot wide sidewalk along the north
side of the street and a 20-foot wide sidewalk along the south side. These
proposed cross-sections are acceptable to DOT; however, the narrowed
roadway should maintain the existing number of travel lanes which are
needed to efficiently handle the projected traffic demand.

•

Pico Boulevard - reconfigure Pico Boulevard between Figueroa Street and a
point approximately 600-feet west of Figueroa Street to provide a reduced 70foot wide roadway within a 100-foot wide right-of-way. This
reconfiguration would accommodate a minimum 20-foot wide sidewalk along
the north side of the street and a 10-foot wide sidewalk along the south side.
However, the Convention Center properties would be set back sufficiently to
provide an additional 10-feet of sidewalk width along the south side of Pico
Boulevard to accommodate a total 20-foot wide sidewalk. The reconfiguration
would require the road to be narrowed and the loss of one westbound travel
lane on Pico Boulevard. This section of Pico Boulevard currently carries
three lanes in the westbound direction. However, the loss of one westbound
lane is not expected to result in adverse secondary impacts since Pico
Boulevard carries two westbound lanes beyond the two endpoints of this
segment. The roadway width of 80-feet on Pico Boulevard between a point
approximately 600-feet west of Figueroa Street and LA Live Way will be
maintained. However, the project proposes to accommodate 20-foot wide
sidewalks along this segment which may be provided along Convention
Center property.

•

Gilbert Lindsey Plaza - enhance the pedestrian environment at the Gilbert
Lindsey Plaza by providing more landscaping and open space and by
eliminating bus loading/unloading except occasionally as circumstances
warrant. The reconfigured plaza may also feature a new secure bike parking
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facility (funded through another City effort) subject to final approval by the Los
Angeles Convention Center. The concept plans include design features that
would transform the plaza into a more usable and inviting pedestrian space.
•

Wayfinding Signage - as part of an event Transportation Management Plan,
the applicant should work with DOT to implement a comprehensive on and
off-site pedestrian wayfinding plan.

•

Streetscape Standards - streetscape standards have already been adopted
as part of both the Los Angeles Sports and Entertainment District Streetscape
Plan and the Downtown Design Guide. The applicant proposes to fund a
planning study to evaluate the existing guidelines and to determine if
additional guidelines are necessary or desirable for project area
enhancements such as wayfinding signage, pedestrian-level lighting and
wider crosswalks. The applicant would also fund a study to create
streetscape standards and guidelines that would apply to an expanded area
including the roadways west of the 110 Freeway within the Pico Union
neighborhood as illustrated in Attachment 4.

•

Enhanced Crosswalks - subject to final approval from DOT Design and the
Bureau of Engineering, the project should implement wider crosswalks with
differential paving at the following twelve key intersections surrounding the
project site:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

•

LA Live Way & Chick Hearn Court
LA Live Way & 12th Street
LA Live Way & Pico Boulevard
Georgia Street & Olympic Boulevard
Francisco Street & Olympic Boulevard
Francisco Street & James Wood Boulevard
Figueroa Street & Pico Boulevard
Figueroa Street & 9th Street
Flower Street & Pico Boulevard
Flower Street & 12th Street
Flower Street & 11th Street
Flower Street & Olympic Boulevard

Temporary Event Street Closures - the Transportation Management Plan
(discussed below) would include temporary roadway closures to
accommodate the heavy pedestrian volumes expected both before and after
major events at Farmers Field. For post events when the volume of
pedestrians is heavier and more concentrated, such closures eliminate
pedestrian conflicts with vehicles and allow pedestrians to efficiently and
safely walk from the site. Certain street closures are proposed as part of the
project’s design features (LA Live Way, Chick Hearn Court, Georgia Street
between Chick Hearn Court and West Road, and 12th Street between
Figueroa Street and Flower Street), while other streets were evaluated as
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mitigation measures for full or partial closure to potentially be included in a
Transportation Management Plan (TMP) for a major event at the Event
Center. Final street closure details will be determined during the
development and design of the TMP.
B.

Project Design Feature - Field Operations Center
The applicant has proposed to accommodate and construct a permanent and
appropriately sized on-site Field Operations Center facility to provide space for a
centralized and on-site coordinated effort between event security and special events
staff from DOT, LAPD, and LAFD. The facility should be equipped with the
infrastructure needed for DOT personnel to communicate with the ATSAC Center.
The applicant should coordinate with staff from DOT, LAPD and LAFD to assess the
specific equipment and space needs of each department. The facility would provide
for centralized coordination of all transportation and parking management activities
during events.

C.

Transportation Mitigation Program
A clear goal of the project’s transportation mitigation plan is to implement
enhancements and strategies that reduce the number of project-generated vehicle
trips and that make the use of transit a convenient, reliable and cost-effective option
for project visitors. The project should benefit from the existence of a robust transit
network in the vicinity of the Convention Center / Farmers Field site that will be
significantly expanded in the future with the opening of the Exposition Light Rail Line,
the Regional Connector and other Measure-R funded transit system improvements.
The project is located within short walking distance of two Metro Stations (Pico
Station and 7th Street Metro Station) and various bus lines.
The City’s policies and procedures on the preparation of traffic impact studies
support improvements that reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the use of
single-occupant vehicle trips, and encourage developers to construct transit and
pedestrian-friendly projects with safe and walkable sidewalks to and from the transit
stations for project patrons. Sustainability, smart growth and the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions have become prime concerns for the City in addition to
traditional mobility considerations. Additionally, State Senate Bill 292 requires
carbon neutrality for spectator vehicle trips to/from the Event Center and measures
to reduce spectator vehicle trips. Therefore, consistent with these policies, the
project mitigation program was designed to first focus on developing an aggressive
trip reduction program and solutions that promote other modes of travel.
The transportation study identified several strategies aimed at reducing the number
of vehicle trips generated by the project, including the measures listed below under
“Transportation Management Plan.” However, the study conservatively did not take
credit for anticipated vehicle trip reductions associated with the transit, bicycle and
pedestrian elements of the transportation mitigation program. The trip reductions
resulting from these measures will likely be quantified from the trip monitoring
provision in SB 292. Therefore, the traffic impacts summarized in this report
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(Attachment 1) are likely overstated. Per SB 292, the applicant is required to
monitor and report the project’s “trip ratio” - defined as the total annual number of
private passenger vehicles arriving at the Event Center for spectator events divided
by the total annual number of spectators at the events. The specific details, goals
and objectives of this monitoring and reporting program should be developed in
coordination with DOT.
The project applicant should be required to implement the following transportation
improvements:
1.

Pico Station Enhancement - in coordination with DOT and Metro, the
applicant has proposed to make a financial contribution to Metro to construct
a second platform at the Pico Station that would be parallel to the existing
platform. The applicant would also fund improvements to the existing
platform that would enhance pedestrian access and capacity. This station
currently serves the Blue Line and will serve the Exposition Line (expected to
open later this year). The current single platform is not expected to efficiently
serve the passenger ridership forecasts estimated to occur by 2017,
particularly after an event at Farmers Field. Therefore, the second platform
and the enhanced existing platform are necessary improvements to efficiently
and safely handle anticipated transit ridership demands at this station.
To accommodate the second platform, Flower Street between 12th Street and
Pico Boulevard would need to be narrowed from three southbound lanes to
two lanes. While the improvement would significantly improve transit
operations and service levels at the Pico Station, this lane reduction would
result in a significant traffic impact at the intersection of Flower Street and
Pico Boulevard only during the Weekday Pre-Event Scenario. For this
scenario, the intersection would operate at a level-of-service (LOS) of E.
However, this may be overstated since there would likely be some diversion
of traffic away from Flower Street after the new platform is implemented.
Prior to the issuance of the first building permit for the Event Center, the
applicant shall provide a one-time payment of $10 million to Metro for the
design and implementation of the Pico Station improvements. Through an
agreement between the applicant and Metro, provisions should be
established that would ensure that the new and upgraded platforms are fully
implemented prior to opening day of the Event Center.

2.

Trip Reduction Program
To reduce the number of vehicle trips generated by the project, the applicant
should implement the following trip-reduction strategies:
•

Alternative Modes - Implement the following bicycle-related
improvements:
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provide up to 250 parking spaces for bicycles
provide an on-site Bike-Valet Program during major events at
the Event Center and, if warranted, at major conventions at the
Convention Center
contribute a one-time fixed-fee of $250,000 to be deposited into
the City’s Bicycle Plan Trust Fund that is currently being
established (CF 10-2385-S5). These funds would be used by
DOT to implement bicycle improvements within the Downtown
area.

Employee Transportation Demand Management - Given the amount of
transit services provided in the area and that the proposed project is
one block away from the existing Metro Pico Station and a short walk
distance from the 7th Street Metro Station, there is an inherent
incentive for project employees (in addition to visitors) to search for
alternative commute options other than driving. The design of the
development should contribute to minimizing traffic impacts by
emphasizing non-auto modes of transportation. To substantially
reduce vehicle trips, the project’s design features and infrastructure
enhancements are expected to provide a transit-friendly project with
safe and walkable sidewalks.
The applicant should implement trip reduction strategies that would
encourage and incentivize project employees to carpool, vanpool, or
take transit or other modes beside driving alone to work. Such
strategies can include, but not be limited to, the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

3.

shuttles from remote parking
bicycle amenities like racks and showers
guaranteed ride home program
partially or fully subsidized monthly or annual transit passes
provided to all eligible project employees
rideshare matching
administrative support for formation of carpools/vanpools
bike and walk to work promotions
preferential loading/unloading or parking location for
ridesharers

Transportation Management Plan
The most effective tool to deal with the temporary impacts associated with
special event traffic is through the implementation of a comprehensive
transportation management plan (TMP). Utilizing changeable message
signs (CMS), roadway guide signs, street closures, informational systems,
traffic control officers, event personnel, etc., an effective TMP would
maximize the operational efficiency of the existing transportation system for
major events at the Event Center. In coordination with DOT, LAPD, Caltrans
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and Metro, the applicant should commit to provide the resources needed to
design and implement a comprehensive TMP for major events at the Event
Center. The TMP should be a multi-modal plan that addresses transit,
automobiles, bicycles, pedestrian and parking. The TMP is expected to
address, but not be limited to, the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Event Center Scheduling
Event Coordination Plan
Trip Generation Levels
Parking Management and Access/Egress Plans
Pedestrian Circulation
Transportation Demand Management
Transit Service Provisions
Pico Union Neighborhood Traffic and Parking Management Plan
Traffic Management

The TMP should also identify specific measures that include, but not be
limited to, access/egress routes to transit, access/egress routes to parking,
event ticket bundling with transit or parking passes, integrated transit fare,
pedestrian circulation management, emergency vehicle provisions, temporary
lane or street closures, private bus/taxi/limousine provisions, etc. The
applicant should also provide the following:
•

provide the financial resources needed for the TMP to be revised in
the future as more information on travel patterns and event day traffic
is collected by DOT; the TMP and recommended pre-game and postgame street closure plans may need to be modified to efficiently and
safely handle expected heavy pedestrian volumes from the stadium to
transit stations, parking garages, area restaurants, etc.

•

implement a comprehensive information program (that could include
smart phone “apps” technology) to provide ongoing information on
access/egress routes, parking and traffic conditions to motorists.

•

coordinate with Caltrans on the integrated use of freeway CMS signs.

•

work with LAPD and LAFD to develop a comprehensive security plan.

•

coordinate with Metro and LAPD to ensure that the TMP includes
measures that maximize pedestrian safety.

The TMP should also include measures designed to meet the goals of SB
292 and to reduce the amount of vehicle trips that attend events at the Event
Center. The following measures should be explored and potentially
implemented by the applicant as part of a Transportation Management Plan
for major events at the Event Center:
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•

Increased Metro Bus & Light Rail Service - coordinate with Metro to
provide extended and additional transit service to handle the increased
transit ridership demands expected before and after an event at
Farmers Field. Such coordination is essential particularly after an
event to ensure that transit users are picked up expeditiously at transit
stations and platforms. The transportation study included an analysis
of the existing transit service levels in the vicinity of the project. The
results revealed that Metro services are significantly reduced on
weekends; therefore, additional buses and light rail trains would be
needed on weekends to serve the ridership demands anticipated for
sold-out events at the Event Center.

•

Metro Day Pass - to aggressively promote and encourage transit
usage, work with Metro and other bus service providers to allow for
bundling of transit passes with Event Center tickets. Some options
would be to allow for an Event Center ticket to be accepted as a Metro
Day Pass on the day of an event, or allow for ticket bundling (Metro
Day Pass included with the purchase of an event ticket).

•

Increased Metrolink Service - coordinate with Metrolink to provide
extended hours of operation of their trains on game days including on
weekends.

•

Charter Bus Service - work with the event operators at Farmers Field
to implement and promote a privately-operated charter bus program to
connect stadium spectators to the stadium from remote locations as
demands warrant.

•

Express Bus Park-and-Ride - explore a privately-operated park-andride shuttle program that could be similar to the Hollywood Bowl
Shuttle service. Event Center patrons would park at remote parking
facilities in Los Angeles County then would be transported to the
Farmers Field via express shuttles.

•

Other Incentives - explore other incentives to encourage and promote
the use of transit such as: establish a transit club or transit fan
appreciation program; offer discounts for spectators that arrive via
transit; heavily promote and market the available transit options to
season ticket holders; promote the use of transit at ticket sale venues;
etc.

•

Auto Occupancy Rates - Provide measures that would increase
automobile occupancy rates for events, such as reduced parking rates
for vehicles with four or more people; organize vanpool programs;
provide priority parking for carpools and vanpools; etc.
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Event Traffic Management
The use of fixed and dynamic guide signs should be implemented to provide
directional information to project-related traffic. Such traffic flow
improvements can be utilized and incorporated into the design and
implementation of the TMP. The applicant should implement the following:
•

purchase and utilize up to 25 portable CMS trailers for use in traffic
operations management during major events.

•

purchase and install dynamic roadway message signs (up to a total
cost of $1.25 million) that can be utilized to guide motorists during
events, alert motorists of traffic conditions and street closures,
recommend alternate routes, etc.; these signs operate similar to CMS
signs but require significantly less public right-of-way to install; the
placement of these signs will be determined at a later date by DOT, in
coordination with the applicant, once the Transportation Management
Plan has been designed.

•

implement a fixed sign program (up to a total cost of $500,000) to
provide directional information to parking zones, parking facilities and
access/egress routes.

Traffic Signal Upgrades
Some of the signalized intersections within the project study area require an
upgrade to the traffic signal equipment and hardware. Many of the traffic
signals at these intersections currently operate using a Type 170 traffic signal
controller. Newer controllers (Type 2070) provide for enhanced and real-time
operation of the traffic signal timing. Also, when supplemented by additional
roadway system loops and closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras at key
locations, DOT can quickly implement instant signal timing remedies to
improve the flow of vehicles and buses during stadium events. Collectively,
these traffic signal upgrades provide a systemwide benefit by reducing delays
experienced by motorists at the study intersections.
To enhance the traffic signal system in the area, the applicant should be
required to install 2070 traffic controllers, which may require the replacement
of the entire signal cabinet assembly, at the 73 intersections listed in
Attachment 5, and to install CCTV cameras and the necessary infrastructure
(including fiber optic and interconnect) at the nine intersections also listed in
the attachment. Should the project be approved, then a final determination
on how to implement these traffic signal upgrades will be made by DOT prior
to the issuance of the first building permit. These signal upgrades would be
implemented either by the applicant through the B-permit process of the
Bureau of Engineering (BOE), or through payment of a one-time fixed fee of
$1.2 million to DOT to fund the cost of the upgrades. If DOT selects the
payment option, then the applicant would be required to pay $1.2 million to
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DOT, and DOT shall design and construct the upgrades.
If the upgrades are implemented by the applicant through the B-Permit
process, then these traffic signal improvements must be guaranteed prior to
the issuance of any building permit and completed prior to the issuance of
any certificate of occupancy for the project. Temporary certificates of
occupancy may be granted in the event of any delay through no fault of the
applicant, provided that, in each case, the applicant has demonstrated
reasonable efforts and due diligence to the satisfaction of DOT.
6.

Roadway/Intersection Improvements
The overall focus of the transportation mitigation program is to reduce project
vehicle trips and increase the use of transit to a major event at Farmers Field.
Nonetheless, roadway improvements were identified in the transportation
study to off-set the anticipated heavy traffic demands at key roadways leading
to the project site. The applicant should implement the following roadway
improvements identified below. The applicant is subject to implementing any
bus stop relocations, and traffic signal modifications and/or relocations
associated with these improvements.
•

Blaine Street at SR-110 Southbound Off-ramp - modify the traffic
signal equipment and restripe the westbound approach on the SR-110
Southbound Off-Ramp to provide one left-turn lane, one shared leftright lane, and an exclusive right-turn lane (see Attachment 6). This
improvement would not require any roadway widening; however, it is
subject to Caltrans’ approval. It should be noted that DOT, in
coordination with Council District 1, is currently exploring revisions to
the existing configuration of this off-ramp to address community
concerns.

•

Blaine Street at 11th Street - widen and restripe this intersection to
provide the following westbound lane configuration: one exclusive leftturn lane and one shared left-through lane (see Attachment 6). This
improvement, which would accommodate two left-turn lanes onto the
SR-110 southbound on-ramp, is subject to review and approval by
Caltrans.

•

17th Street and 18th Street Roadway Improvements - 17th Street is a
one-way westbound roadway that is expected to serve as a key
ingress route to the Event Center. Inbound traffic traveling on the
westbound I-10 Freeway is expected to exit at the Los Angeles Street
off-ramp and travel on 17th Street to either Hill Street or Olive Street to
the Event Center parking zones. Similarly, 18th Street is a one-way
eastbound street that is expected to serve outbound project traffic
traveling easterly to the Los Angeles Street eastbound on-ramp to the
I-10 Freeway.
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The proposed mitigation measure for 17th Street and 18th Street is to
restripe these one-way roadways from the existing two lanes to three
lanes between Los Angeles Street and Grand Avenue as illustrated in
Attachment 7. This would require either the permanent removal of onstreet parking or temporarily restricting parking during events only.
According to the transportation study, an on-street parking inventory
and utilization study revealed that there is sufficient on-street parking
supply to make up for the loss of street parking needed to implement
this mitigation. These roadway improvements would require spot
intersection widening at 17th Street and Los Angeles Street, and at 18th
Street and Los Angeles Street (both described below).
These roadway improvements would require the reconfiguration of
lanes, as illustrated in Attachment 7, as follows:
a.
b.

D.

Along 17th Street, restripe the westbound approaches to add an
additional through lane at Main Street, Broadway, Hill Street
and Grand Avenue
Along 18th Street, restripe the eastbound approaches to add an
additional through lane at Hill Street and at Broadway

•

Los Angeles Street at 17th Street - widen the I-10 Freeway westbound
off-ramp approach to add a through lane (see Attachment 7) to
enhance the transition from the off-ramp to 17th Street. The
westbound approach would provide one shared left-through lane, one
through lane, and one shared through-right lane. This improvement
would require widening along the south side of the ramp within
Caltrans’ right-of-way and is subject to final approval by Caltrans.

•

Los Angeles Street at 18th Street - widen the northwest corner and
restripe the eastbound approach of the intersection to provide two leftturn lanes, one through lane, and one shared through-right lane (see
Attachment 7). This improvement would provide for a safer and
smoother transition from 18th Street onto the I-10 Freeway eastbound
on-ramp. This intersection widening, which requires Caltrans-owned
right-of-way, is subject to review and final approval from Caltrans.

Additional Transportation Enhancements
Working with DOT, the applicant has committed to fund the following transportation
improvements in addition to the traffic mitigation measures identified above. The
anticipated benefit to traffic flow associated with these enhancements has not been
quantified.
1.

Downtown ExpressPark Program
DOT has developed an intelligent parking management system, known as
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ExpressPark, for Downtown Los Angeles. The system, which is currently
under construction, will include the use of new parking meter technology,
vehicle sensors, a central management system and a real time parking
guidance system. By setting parking meter pricing based upon consumer
demand, ExpressPark will increase the probability of having at least one
vacant parking space on each block at all times. The parking guidance
system will aid motorists in finding available parking spaces. In those areas
with very high on-street parking demand, the cost of parking will increase and
can, therefore, lead to a modal shift to public transportation, carpooling,
walking and bicycling. The increased availability of on-street parking spaces
and the parking guidance system should reduce the amount of vehicles
“cruising” in search of available parking spaces. Overall, the program is
expected to result in a reduction of the total vehicle-miles-traveled (VMT) in
the Downtown area and in a reduction of the associated vehicle emissions.
A United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) grant fund was
awarded to DOT to fund approximately 80% of the project cost with the
remaining local match requirement funded by the City. However, this funding
only covers the one-year demonstration period of the program. There are
operation and maintenance costs needed to continue to run the ExpressPark
program. DOT recommends that the applicant contribute to this program by
providing the following:

2.

•

Equip the two new parking garages for the Convention Center and
Farmers Field with the necessary infrastructure to allow seamless
integration into the ExpressPark program.

•

Equip the existing parking garages (Olympic West and Olympic East)
for the LA Live campus with the necessary infrastructure to allow
seamless integration into the ExpressPark program.

•

Provide up to $200,000 to conduct a parking study to evaluate
methods and incentives for parking garages to participate in the
Downtown ExpressPark program, and ways to capture additional
parking tax revenues during events. This study should be conducted
approximately one year prior to opening day of the Event Center.

•

Provide a one time fee of $1 million, then $100,000 a year for three
years (total of $1.3 million), to help fund the City’s future operation and
maintenance costs, program equipment changes (replacement of
vehicle sensors), capital costs needed to enhance or expand the
program, and/or to test new parking management technologies.

Integrated Mobility Hub
DOT has been awarded grant funds to implement shared-vehicle stations
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within Downtown Los Angeles. This program, known as the Integrated
Mobility Hubs project, would provide secure bike parking and a fleet of shared
bikes and cars in an attempt to enhance urban mobility and serve as an
extension of the current transportation network. The program can provide a
form of “on-demand” transportation supplying users with a convenient and
reliable option for one or more of the legs of their commute while being
environmentally friendly and furthering green-house gas emission reduction
goals. For many, transit use is not often the most convenient choice because
station endpoints are often beyond desirable walking distances to a traveler’s
final destination. Integrated mobility hubs provide an opportunity to customize
the first and last mile experience by providing the end-user with vehicle
options that would meet their particular trip needs for that day. Providing more
first or last mile mobility choices can lead to increased use of public transit
and introduce new transit riders. To support the goals of the project’s trip
reduction plan and to expand the City’s current program, the applicant should
provide the following:

3.

•

rent-free space on or within the vicinity of the project site to
accommodate a vehicle/bicycle sharing kiosk. A kiosk should be
approximately 300 square feet and placed in a strategic location that is
clearly visible to potential users of the program. This space would
accommodate bicycle parking, bicycle lockers, and shared bicycles.
DOT is currently working on an operating plan and assessment study
for the Mobility Hubs project that will include specific sites, designs and
blueprints for Mobility Hub stations. The results of this study will assist
in determining the appropriate space needed to accommodate a
Mobility Hub at or near the project site.

•

20 total parking spaces to accommodate shared cars within the new
parking garages proposed for the project; these spaces should be
conveniently located for use by Farmers Field spectators, Convention
Center visitors and employees enrolled in the shared car component
of the Mobility Hubs program. DOT should be consulted when
determining the placement of the shared car parking spaces within the
parking garage(s).

•

a fixed-fee financial contribution of $750,000 to DOT to cover any
future expenses of the Mobility Hubs program related to
enhancements, expansion or operating/maintenance costs associated
with the program.

Pico / Union Neighborhood Traffic and Parking Management Plan
A local residential street is considered to be impacted based on an increase
in the average daily traffic volumes. The objective of the residential street
impact analysis is to determine the potential for cut-through traffic on a
residential street that can result from the project. Cut-through trips are
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measured as vehicles that bypass a congested arterial by instead opting to
travel along a residential street. These local street impacts are typically
mitigated through the implementation of neighborhood traffic calming
measures such as installing speed humps.
Through transit, trip reduction and parking strategies, and event day
transportation management measures, the transportation mitigation program
for the project has been designed to minimize the temporary impacts
associated with special events. Plus, through the use of information
technology and dynamic roadway guide signs on freeways and arterials,
project traffic will be directed to arterial streets and away from local residential
streets. Nonetheless, there is still a possibility that project-related traffic
impacts could occur on local residential streets. Therefore, the applicant has
committed to work with representatives from the Pico / Union neighborhood,
Council District 1, and DOT to develop and implement a Neighborhood Traffic
and Parking Management Plan to mitigate or minimize such potential
impacts. The applicant should provide up to $400,000 to fund this plan.
Working within this budget, it would be the applicant’s responsibility to
coordinate with the affected neighborhood residents, the local City Council
office and DOT to design and implement measures supported by
stakeholders and approved by DOT.
The study plan should be formalized through an agreement between the
applicant and DOT prior to the issuance of the first building permit for this
project. The agreement for the study plan should include a funding
guarantee, an outreach process, selection and approval criteria for any
evaluated measures, and an implementation phasing plan. The final plan, if
consensus is reached among the stakeholders, should be completed to the
satisfaction of DOT and should consider and evaluate neighborhood
improvements that can offset the effects of added traffic, including street
trees, sidewalks, landscaping, neighborhood identification features, and
pedestrian amenities. Such measures can support trip reduction efforts by
encouraging walking, bicycling, and the use of public transit.
E.

Parking Management
To ensure that the dispersed parking strategy described above is successfully
implemented, the applicant should utilize measures to direct event patrons to
specific parking zones based on their geographic origin. Such directions should also
include the specific access and egress routes to better balance traffic flows, and to
minimize traffic conflicts and congestion. Through the use of information
technologies and dynamic roadway guide signs, event spectators should be provided
with clear information on the location of the parking zones and on the recommended
route. The applicant should work with area parking operators to explore the advance
sale of event day parking passes at reduced rates for Event Center spectators.
The project also proposes to increase the current parking supply at the project site.
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There are currently a total of 5,558 parking spaces at the project site. The project
proposes to construct two new parking structures that would increase the total supply
to 6,670 parking spaces (a net increase of 1,112 spaces). These spaces would be
available for Convention Center visitors and Event Center spectators. The table
below summarizes the existing and proposed on-site parking supply:
Number of Parking Spaces
Location

Existing

Proposed

858

2,950

1,625

0

180

0

Bond Street Garage

0

928

Bond Street East Lot

103

0

South Hall Garage

1,671

1,671

Venice Garage

1,121

1,121

5,558

6,670

LA Live Way Garage
West Hall Garage
Bond Street West Lot

Total

F.

Construction Impacts
Construction activity associated with the buildout of the project is expected to occur
over four years. During this period, the following four structures will be constructed:
•
•
•
•

Bond Street Parking Garage - approximate 10 month construction duration
New Hall - approximate 18 month construction duration
LA Live Way Parking Garage - approximate 15 month construction
Farmers Field - approximate 33 month construction

There is some overlap expected during these construction activities. Though
temporary, these construction activities are expected to result in adverse
transportation impacts resulting from truck trips, construction worker vehicle trips,
temporary lane closures, temporary loss of street parking, and temporary bus stop
relocations. The applicant should minimize these temporary impacts by
implementing the following strategies:
•
•
•
•

coordinate construction activities with the event calendars for the Convention
Center, STAPLES Center, and LA LIVE
identify truck staging areas, and implement efficient management of truck
access/egress routes
develop worksite traffic control plans
develop a construction worker transportation demand management plan to
encourage the use of transit/ridesharing and to minimize parking demand
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develop an Event Construction Parking Plan to implement temporary parking
strategies for events at the Convention Center, STAPLES Center, and LA
LIVE during construction
develop a Pico Union Construction Traffic and Parking Management Plan to
minimize impacts within the Pico Union neighborhood
schedule construction related deliveries, to the extent feasible, to occur during
off-peak travel hours
develop and submit a Freeway Truck Management Plan to Caltrans
coordinate with LA County Metro to minimize the inconvenience to transit
users caused by bus stop relocations and bus line re-routings

DOT recommends that a construction work site traffic control plan be submitted to
DOT for review and approval prior to the start of any construction work. The plan
should show the location of any roadway or sidewalk closures, traffic detours, haul
routes, hours of operation, protective devices, warning signs and access to abutting
properties. DOT also recommends that all construction related traffic be restricted to
off-peak hours to the extent feasible.
All temporary construction traffic control plans in the City involving temporary traffic
signal modifications, the relocation of any signal equipment, and the installation of
crash cushions or temporary roadway striping shall be prepared, submitted and
signed by a registered Civil or Traffic Engineer in the state of California, on DOTstandard plan format, for review and approval by DOT’s Design Division.
Additionally, all other temporary construction traffic control proposals in the City
involving the use of flashing arrow boards, traffic cones, barricades, delineators,
construction signage, etc., shall require the review and approval by DOT’s Central
District Office.
G.

Highway Dedication and Street Widening Requirements
The Downtown Street Standards Committee, which included representatives from
City Planning, Bureau of Engineering, DOT, and Council Districts 9 and 14, was
formed to evaluate the Downtown street system block-by-block and to develop
revised street standards that balance traffic flow with other important street functions
including transit routes and stops, pedestrian environments, bicycle routes, building
design and site access, etc. To satisfy these standards, which were adopted by the
City Council in 2009, the applicant shall comply with these new roadway and right-ofway width standards. However, DOT supports the pedestrian enhancements and
new roadway dimensions (described above under “Project Design Features”)
proposed by the project that would widen key sidewalks around the project site. The
proposed enhancements to Chick Hearn Court and to Pico Boulevard would require
a modification to the cross-sections approved by the City Council in 2009. The
applicant should consult with the Department of City Planning to determine the
process needed to amend the defined cross-sections for Pico Boulevard between LA
Live Way and Figueroa Street, and on Chick Hearn Court between LA Live Way and
Georgia Street; and the redesignation of LA Live Way from a Collector Street to a
Modified Collector Street that supports the cross-section identified above.
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General Conditions
•

All transportation improvements and associated traffic signal work within the
City of Los Angeles must be guaranteed through the B-Permit process of the
Bureau of Engineering, prior to the issuance of any building permit and
completed prior to the issuance of the first certificate of occupancy for the
project. Temporary certificates of occupancy may be granted in the event of
any delay through no fault of the applicant, provided that, in each case, the
applicant has demonstrated reasonable efforts and due diligence to the
satisfaction of DOT.

•

If a proposed traffic mitigation measure does not receive the required
approval, a substitute mitigation measure may be provided subject to the
approval of DOT or other governing agency with jurisdiction over the
mitigation location, upon demonstration that the substitute measure is
equivalent or superior to the original measure in mitigating the project’s
significant traffic impact. To the extent that a mitigation measure proves
infeasible and no substitutes are available, then a significant traffic impact
would remain.

•

All improvements along state highways and at freeway ramps require
approval from the State of California Department of Transportation (Caltrans).
The applicant may be required to obtain an encroachment permit or other
approval from Caltrans for each of these improvements before the issuance
of any building permits, to the satisfaction of Caltrans, DOT, and the Bureau
of Engineering.

Freeway Improvements
The transportation study identified potential significant traffic impacts on the freeway
system. The applicant has met and consulted with staff from Caltrans’ District 7
regarding the design and feasibility of freeway system improvements. Given the
temporary nature of project impacts and the project’s location at the center of the
regional transit system, primary emphasis in the mitigation program has been placed
on trip reduction measures instead of physical improvements. Nonetheless, the
applicant, in consultation with Caltrans, has identified a freeway improvement plan
that includes the following key elements:
•

Provide a one-time fixed fee contribution of $2.5 million to Caltrans for the
design and installation of up to five changeable message signs (CMS) on the
freeway mainline surrounding and approaching the project location. These
signs, when integrated with the existing freeway CMS’s and with the City’s
surface street CMS’s, would facilitate and better coordinate event traffic
management.

•

Provide up to $2 million to install fixed directional signage on the freeway
system approaching and surrounding the downtown area to better inform
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motorists on access routes to parking to better manage event traffic flows.
•

Provide a one-time fixed fee contribution of $1.6 million to Caltrans to
implement ramp metering upgrades in the downtown area.

•

Provide a one-time fixed fee contribution of $2.4 million to Caltrans for a
freeway mainline improvement that would add an auxiliary lane to the
westbound US-101 freeway between the four-level interchange and Alvarado
Street.

•

Work with Caltrans on the design and implementation of traffic management
measures on the freeway system that are coordinated and integrated with the
Traffic Management Plan developed by the applicant in consultation with
DOT, LAPD, and Metro for large spectator events at the Event Center. These
measures may include the use of fixed changeable message signs on the
freeway system surrounding the downtown area to provide event-specific
messages (i.e., preferred routes, recommended exits, direction to parking,
etc.). The integration of the freeway signs with the surface streets signs are
critical to manage event day traffic flows.

•

Implement the freeway ramp improvements described above under
“Roadway/Intersection Improvements.”

The applicant has agreed with Caltrans to provide a total contribution of $11 million
for freeway system enhancements with the flexibility to re-allocate monies between
specific measures if necessary during implementation. The final approval of the
improvements and financial commitments identified above is subject to Caltrans
District 7.
J.

Site Access / Circulation / Loading
As indicated above, the project would construct two new parking garages to replace
the existing Bond Street surface parking lot and the Lot C garage (formerly referred
to as Cherry Street garage. As illustrated in the proposed site plan for the new
garages (see Attachment 8), five driveways would be provided for the new LA Live
Way garage that would replace the Lot C garage - one driveway on Pico Boulevard,
two driveways on LA Live Way, and two driveways on 12th Street. The internal
circulation within this parking garage would allow for motorists to utilize any of the
driveways to exit the garage. The new Bond Street garage would include two
driveways - one driveway at the signalized intersection of LA Live Way and Bond
Street, and one driveway on Pico Boulevard. Access/egress for the existing South
Hall and Venice parking garages for the Convention Center will remain unchanged.
Also, access to the existing parking garages for LA Live will remain unchanged.
The project proposes to reconfigure the current loading operations by providing a
driveway on the north side of Pico Boulevard west of Figueroa Street that would lead
to an underground loading dock at the northeast corner of the Event Center. This
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driveway on Pico Boulevard would also provide access to the existing loading dock
under STAPLES Center and will replace the current access from Chick Hearn Court
at Georgia Street. A new signal is proposed at this driveway on Pico Boulevard.
However, the installation of the signal is still subject to DOT review and approval.
To the west of this driveway, a separate access to a surface loading area for general
deliveries for the Convention Center will be provided via a new bus loading/unloading
area on the north side of Pico Boulevard.
The review of this study does not constitute approval of the driveway dimensions,
access and circulation scheme at the proposed parking garages. Those require
separate detailed review and approval and should be coordinated as soon as
possible with DOT’s Citywide Planning Coordination Section (201 N. Figueroa Street,
4th Floor, Station 3, @ 213-482-7024) to avoid delays in the building permit approval
process. In order to minimize and prevent last minute building design changes, it is
imperative that the applicant, prior to the commencement of building or parking
layout design efforts, contact DOT for driveway width and internal circulation
requirements so that such traffic flow considerations are designed and incorporated
early into the building and parking layout plans to avoid any unnecessary time delays
and potential costs associated with late design changes. All driveways should be
Case 2 driveways and 30 feet wide for two-way operations or 16-feet wide for oneway operations. The project also proposes to All delivery truck loading and
unloading will take place on site with no vehicles backing into or out of the project
site from any adjacent street.
If you have any questions, please call me at (213) 972-8476 or Wes Pringle at (213) 9728482.
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ATTACHMENT 3A
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY
EVENT CENTER PROJECT TRIP GENERATION

Parameter

Weekday Evening
NFL Game
%
Trips Net Trips

Saturday Day Time
Other Event
%
Trips Net Trips

Sunday Day Time
NFL Game
% Net Trips
Trips

72,000

72,000

72,000

Seats
Walk-In: % & Trips

7.0%

5,040

3.5%

2,520

3.5%

2,520

Transit: % & Trips

20.0%

14,400

15.0%

10,800

15.0%

10,800

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

Charter Bus: % & Trips
Remaining By Auto: % & Trips
Auto Occupancy: & Auto Vehicle Trips

73.0%

52,560

81.5%

58,680

81.5%

58,680

2.70

19,467

3.00

19,560

3.00

19,560

Parked Cars

19,467

19,560

19,560

Inbound Auto Vehicle Trips

19,467

19,560

19,560

Inbound Auto Veh.Trips in Pre-Event Hour

50.0%

Outbound Auto Vehicle Trips
Outbound Auto Trips Veh. in Post-Event Hour

9,733

50.0%

19,467
75.0%

14,600

9,780

50.0%

19,560
75.0%

14,670

9,780
19,560

75.0%

14,670

ATTACHMENT 3B
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY
PROPOSED PROJECT - TOTAL TRIP GENERATION
Event Center Trip
Day

Time

Patrons
Out

In
Weekday
Evening

Pre-Event Hour
4:30-5:30 pm
Post-Event Hour
9:00-10:00 pm

Saturday
Day

Pre-Event Hour
12:00-1:00 pm
Post-Event Hour
4:30-5:30 pm

Sunday
Day

Pre-Event Hour
12:00-1:00 pm
Post-Event Hour
4:30-5:30 pm

Total

Convention Center Trip

Employees
Out
Total

In

Increases
Out

In

Total

Total
In

Out

Total

9,733

0

9,733

0

0

0

44

225

269

9,777

225

10,002

0

14,600

14,600

0

634

634

0

0

0

0

15,234

15,234

9,780

0

9,780

0

0

0

42

22

64

9,822

22

9,844

0

14,670

14,670

0

634

634

21

62

83

21

15,366

15,387

9,780

0

9,780

0

0

0

42

19

61

9,822

19

9,841

0

14,670

14,670

0

634

634

20

60

80

20

15,364

15,384

ATTACHMENT 4: Streetscape Guidelines Map

ATTACHMENT 5

Convention Center Modernization and Farmers Field Project
TRAFFIC SIGNAL UPGRADES
- The applicant shall fund the upgrade of the traffic signal controllers and/or
cabinets at the following intersections:

2.

LA Live Way & 11th Street
Albany Street & Pico Boulevard

3.

Alvarado Street & 11th Street

4.

Alvarado Street & 12th Street
Alvarado Street & Pico Boulevard

1.

5.

(15)

th

7.

Blaine Street & 11 Street
Blaine Street & SR-110 SB Off-Ramp

8.

Bonnie Brae Street & Pico Boulevard

9.

Broadway & 16th Street

6.

(152)
(35)
(34)

10 .

Broadway & Alpine Street

11 .

Broadway & Ord Street

12 .

Burlington Avenue & Venice Boulevard

13 .

Catalina Street & Pico Boulevard

14 .

Convention Center Drive & Venice Boulevard (36)

15 .

Figueroa Street & 18th Street

16 .
17 .

Figueroa Street & 23rd Street
Figueroa Street & Convention Center Bus Exit

18 .

Figueroa Street & Olympic Boulevard

(3)

19 .

Figueroa Street & Venice Boulevard

(37)

20 .
21 .
22 .

th

Flower Street & 11 Street

(17)

th

Flower Street & 9 Street
Francisco Street & 8th Street

(84)
(87)

th

24 .

Georgia Street & 9 Street
Grand Avenue & 16th Street

(39)

25 .

Grand Avenue & Adams Boulevard

(66)

26 .

Griffith Avenue & 16th Street

27 .

Hill Street & 16th Street

23 .

28 .
29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .

(81)

(166)

th

(43)

th

(50)

Hill Street & 17 Street
Hill Street & 18 Street
st

Hill Street & 1 Street
Hill Street & 2

nd

(113)

Street

rd

Hill Street & 3 Street

      



Convention Center Modernization and Farmers Field Project
TRAFFIC SIGNAL UPGRADES
33 .
34 .

Hill Street & 4th Street
Hill Street & Adams Boulevard

(67)

th

36 .

Hoover Street & 20 Street
Hoover Street & I-10 EB Ramps

37 .

Hoover Street & Pico Boulevard

38 .

Hoover Street & Washington Boulevard

35 .

(165)

39 .

Hope Street & 11 Street

40 .

Hope Street & 12th Street

41 .

Hope Street & 2nd Street

42 .

Hope Street & 4th Street

43 .

Hope Street & 8th Street

44 .
45 .

Hope Street & 9th Street
Hope Street & Pico Boulevard

46 .

Hope Street & Wilshire Boulevard

47 .

Los Angeles Street & 16th Street

48 .

(162)

th

(169)

th

Los Angeles Street & 17 Street

(46)

th

50 .

Los Angeles Street & 18 Street
(53)
Loyola High School Driveway & Venice Boulevard

51 .

Lucas Street & Wilshire Boulevard

52 .

Magnolia Avenue & Pico Boulevard

53 .

Magnolia Avenue & Venice Boulevard

54 .

Magnolia Avenue & Washington Boulevard

55 .

Main Street & 16th Street

49 .

56 .
57 .

(168)

th

(45)

th

(52)

Main Street & 17 Street
Main Street & 18 Street
rd

58 .

Main Street & 23 Street

59 .

Maple Avenue & 16th Street

60 .

Maple Avenue & 18th Street

61 .
62 .

Maple Avenue & 23rd Street
Maple Avenue & Adams Boulevard

63 .

Oak Street & Washington Boulevard

64 .

Olive Street & 16th Street

65 .

San Pedro Street & 16th Street

(170)

th

66 .

Union Avenue & 11 Street

67 .

Union Avenue & 12th Street

      



Convention Center Modernization and Farmers Field Project
TRAFFIC SIGNAL UPGRADES
69 .

Union Avenue & 23rd Street
Union Avenue & Venice Boulevard

70 .

Union Avenue & Washington Boulevard

71 .
72 .

Valencia Street & 11th Street
Valencia Street & Pico Boulevard

73 .

Westmoreland Avenue & Venice Boulevard

68 .

- The applicant shall also fund the installation of CCTV cameras
at the following intersections:
1.
2.

Broadway & 17th Street
Broadway & 18 Street
Broadway & 3 Street

4.

Figueroa Street & 2nd Street

6.

(108)

th

Figueroa Street & 5 Street
Figueroa Street & Adams Boulevard

(102)
(63)

rd

7.

Flower Street & 3 Street

8.

Flower Street & 9th Street

9.

(51)

rd

3.
5.

(44)

th

(84)

st

Grand Avenue & 1 Street

      

(111)



ATTACHMENT 6: Blaine Street - Conceptual Mitigation Plan

ATTACHMENT 7A: 17th Street & 18th Street
Conceptual Roadway Improvement Plan

ATTACHMENT 7B: 17th Street & 18th Street
Conceptual Roadway Improvement Plan

ATTACHMENT 8
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WAY
Garage
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.
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